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Abstract: Nowadays, “Emphasis on practice rather than theory” is a common phenomenon in higher engineering college, so the urging for double-qualified teacher in higher engineering college is put forward. On the premise of clearing the connotation of “double-qualified”, putting forward the training ways and measures of double-qualified teacher, namely transforming the educational concept and model of engineering education, strengthen the engineering education of teachers, introducing higher engineers and technicians in scientific research institution or enterprise, emphasis on practicing and reducing theory teaching workload, making policy of post appointment and so on.

1. Introduction

Object-oriented program design is a professional basic course required for undergraduate students in computer science and technology, software engineering, electronic information engineering, this course is the follow-up courses after such as: operating system, computer network, database principle, algorithm design curriculum courses, this course is the direct tool for software development, the thought of object-oriented program design is the fourth generation programming language, it is a new thought, is the main programming method of the current and future a period of time, is the major knowledge into application of bridge, is the key technology of student employment professional knowledge, so the course occupies very important position in the whole teaching system. At present, most universities object-oriented program design course is taught by c++ program design. Changing along with the social demand of students, the traditional teaching method and teaching content can not meet the needs of students, to this end, the author combined with object-oriented programming teaching experience, discusses the widespread problems in most college computer professional teaching of object-oriented program design course, and puts forward the method and experience of teaching reform.

2. Problems in the object-oriented program design course

2.1 The teaching content is old and can't meet the needs of the student work in the future

In the process of teaching in object-oriented programming, teachers focus on teaching some grammatical structure and statement rules, along with some examples, use the computer to demonstrate that there is no teaching how to abstract the knowledge from the objective things, make students can not use the object-oriented method to develop application software, after learning this course, students can not significantly improve the actual programming ability, and even some students haven't mastered object-oriented program design thought. Teachers in the classroom focus on the statement and sample, but ignore the application of knowledge, students learned the knowledge but don't know how to use, let alone to solve practical problems. Therefore, it is necessary to reform the teaching content of the course.
2.2 The teaching method needs improvement

At present, most of the teachers is basically using conventional sequential and force-feeding teaching method. There is almost none interaction under this kind of teaching method in the teaching process between teachers and students. In classroom teaching, the teachers teaching primarily, heuristic teaching has not been fully used, intuitive advanced multimedia teaching means is not enough, even if some teachers use the multimedia, the content of the books are inputted to the Power Point, just be read again and again on the screen when lectures, but have no real effect.

2.3 The inefficiency of the experimental teaching

Experimental teaching is an important link in teaching, experiment teaching problems mainly embodied in the following aspects: (1) Part of the students have not formed a habit with actively thinking and diligently operation, they rely too much on teachers' reference program or online check, affect the improvement of students ability in the program design thinking training; (2) The experimental form is single, students lack autonomy and affect the students' study enthusiasm;(3) It is limited by the number of students or other factors that the student individual test guided by the teacher does not reach the designated position, can't be in time, comprehensive and accurate;(4) The extracurricular auxiliary experiment is not caused enough attention. In addition, the national legal holidays occasionally disrupted the rhythm of the theoretical and experimental teaching, teaching experiment content be in earlier or later than theory. These problems will affect the experiment teaching quality and effect.

2.4 The basic concept of interpretation of the boring

Is presented in this paper, only the interpretation of the concept of the definition of the concept, the lack of appropriate with practice of interpretation, many students learned after harvest just stay the course on some doctrine or rote terms, can't put this to use, more can't apply concepts and knowledge to solve practical problems.

2.5 Sample selection is inappropriate

Most of the teachers in the teaching, the selected examples are examples of the book, basically focus on grammar and sentence for each sample, the interpretation of ignoring the object-oriented program design ideas in solving practical problems on the application of additional XuanLi lack of applicability and interesting, cause a lot of students feel dull, c + + language has no meaning. Therefore, the lack of interest in learning c + + language, there is no initiative. Listening carefully in class, experiment to play games or surf the Internet, the phenomenon such as homework copy each other frequently. Seriously affected the teaching effect, also brought inconvenience for the subsequent courses

3. The necessity and urgency to training the double-qualified teachers in engineering majors

The situation of emphasizing theory on rather than practice has existed for a long time in higher engineering education in China, students learned more theoretical knowledge than engineering practice training, graduates are lack of modern engineering design ideas, methods, and the integrated use of various knowledge ability to solve engineering problems, course design and graduation design from the engineering practice, is more of a theory, design the results of technical and economical efficiency are not reasonable, it cannot be applied in engineering practice. Because it is break away from the social demand, and the enterprise is not close to it, the communication is not enough, engineering education is difficult to produce all kinds of specialized personnel for the needs of national economic and social, which is contradictory with the ministry of education’s idea about "guide under the social demand, strengthen the practice teaching, and improve the practical ability of college students".

In addition, the forefront of engineering course teacher should understand the professional information technology and the new research results, in order to improve the teaching effect of
teachers in the classroom. Because engineering curriculum has the very strong practicality and pertinence, if there is no engineering practice, the teacher in the classroom can be scripted, the theory and practice from the phenomenon is widespread in the colleges and universities, it is also one of the urgent problems in engineering colleges.

There are two main aspects caused the above problems. (1) the teachers lack of engineering background, the teachers troop quality can't satisfy the needs of cultivating engineering and technical personnel. As a result of college expansion, many universities introduced a master or doctor degree of young teachers, young teachers in the direct access to the work of colleges and universities after he graduated, namely "just out of school, into the school gate again ", without the experience of manufacturing or engineering line actual exercise, lack of necessary engineering practical experience, it is difficult to truly touch the engineering practice in the process of teaching, even after into the internship site, there are a lot of facilities and equipment to learn, they can’t speak to students a lot. (2) During the talents’ introduction, high engineering college and university are devotion to education, to master, doctor, while ignoring the senior engineering and technical talents with rich engineering experiences. At the same time, colleges and universities also lack of effective mechanism to attract enterprises with rich practical experience, and suitable for engineers and senior engineers engaged in the work of teaching to the school to teach for students.

In view of the above problems, in order to adapt to the current society on the requirement of engineering and technical personnel, the urgent need of higher engineering education has not only solid professional theory knowledge, but also has rich experience in engineering practice of the "double-quality" teachers, to change the current situation of engineering education which can't meet the demand of society, let the higher engineering education "to return to project". Pays too much attention to the higher engineering education from engineering theory to attach importance to the engineering practice, strengthen the cultivation of students' engineering practice ability. In addition, the "double-quality" teachers generally have relatively close relationship with enterprises’ employer, it can broaden employment channels for graduates, to promote students' employment in today's increased pressure.

4. The connotation of double-qualified teachers in engineering majors

The concept of "double-qualified" teachers is proposed by the ministry of education for the vocational colleges, which is put forward to strengthen practical teaching link, promote the organic combination of theory teaching and practice teaching.

For the "double-qualified" teachers basically has the following two kinds of understanding.

1) The traditional "double-qualified" teachers are understood as "double-title" teachers or "double-certificates" teachers.

2) From the school teacher title appraisal and other professional title evaluation. The ministry of education puts forward the concept of "double-qualified teachers ", according to the actual situation of considering the actual needs of the professional teachers' quality, "double-qualified teachers" teachers refers to a lecturer (or above) professional titles, and meet the following conditions, one of the full-time teachers: (1) with the intermediate (or above) professional practical work and technical titles (including industry charter qualification certificate).(2) the past five years have 2 years working experience in the first line of the professional enterprise actual, or to participate in teachers' professional skills training for the ministry of education certificate, can guide students comprehensive professional practice training activities. (3) in recent five years host (or participation) two main application technology research, the results have been used by enterprise, and the benefit is good. (4) in recent five years host (or major) two campus practice teaching facilities or enhance the level of technical design and installation work, the use effect is good, get the advanced level of similar colleges and universities in the province.

For engineering schools, "double-qualified teachers" standard is the core of the practical work ability, practical work experience and application technology research, practice teaching facilities construction, are proof of teachers' practical work abilities. Literature [4] proposes the engineering
colleges and universities "double-qualified" teachers should firstly have the conditions: (1) is a university lecturer title or above 3 years teaching experience, and in the first ten years in the industry or enterprise production, service, management, the first line of the professional 3 years (can be accumulated) full-time working experience, and get the professional technology of intermediate above major position (including industry charter qualification certificate). Above title (2) with the university teachers, and in the first five years in the industry or enterprise production, service, management, the first line of this professional more than 2 years can be accumulated practical work experience, at the same time to participate in the relevant authorities (ministry of education, the ministry of labor, etc.) teachers' professional skills training to obtain certificate of the organization. (3) has a college lecturer above title, presided over nearly five years (or major) two application technology research projects, the engineering application, development projects, the results have been used by enterprise, benefit is good. (4) has a college lecturer above title, presided over nearly five years (or major) two campus practice teaching facilities or enhance the level of technical design and installation work, use effect is good, of similar colleges and universities in the province in the advanced level.

The author thinks that, for the "double-qualified teachers" of high engineering college and university teachers should not only meet the above requirements, but also consider its engineering practice experience of timing, because with the development of technology, equipment and the improvement of quality of engineering and technical personnel, new construction technology and specification. For engineering education, only to teach students the latest and cutting-edge engineering practice is the guarantee under the social needs to cultivate professional and technical personnel.

5. The way and measure of double-qualified teachers in engineering majors

5.1 Change the concept and model engineering education

Change the existing idea "Emphasis on theory rather than practice" in engineering education is the important premise for the training of "double-qualified" teachers. Engineering colleges and universities is in an urgent need to prevent engineering education academic and theoretical orientation, pay attention to engineering and the practical application, attach importance to cultivate the students' engineering consciousness, engineering interest, ability, exploring the unique training mode of engineering education.

5.2 Strengthen the engineering education of engineering colleges and universities teachers

With the sustained and rapid development of higher education, the teachers’ scale of the universities is expanding, which is full of a large number of young university teachers. Their degree is high, the solid professional knowledge, active thinking, strong ability to adapt, brought new vitality for the modern engineering education. But the engineering practice background is weak to most of these young teachers, which is very adverse to the cultivation of the ability of engineering students project. Therefore, the engineering colleges should establish university-industry cooperation as the main characteristics of engineering course teacher training system, to strengthen the engineering ability and quality of teachers, especially young teachers. The author suggested to establish special rules and regulations in colleges and universities, protect young teachers from capital, time, to the enterprise field practice, increase practical work experience, improve the ability of practice teaching. First, engineering colleges should set up production, training funds, support engineering teacher paid annual bring benefits to the enterprise training, enterprise can be contacted by the school or teachers. Second, we must ensure that the teachers' training time, the time teachers go to refining enterprises or production line can be set from three months to half a year, of course, teachers also can make full use of summer and winter vacation time. Through touching the enterprise field and carrying out the production work, to understand the manufacturing or engineering practice, improve the ability to solve practical engineering problems to ensure and promote the closely integration with the
engineering practice and engineering course teacher, and constantly improve their "double-qualified".

5.3 The introduction of senior engineering and technical personnel in scientific research institutes, enterprises

Engineering colleges and universities should study and formulate the corresponding policy, attracting the personnel with high academic level and strong practical ability from scientific research institutes and enterprises to teaching work. This kind of senior engineering and technical personnel are usually have corresponding professional theoretical knowledge and practical experience. However, because of the different job in the professional, they must move from the role of "I can do" to "I can teach". Before teaching, we should get them to the quality of teachers training, such as education related courses such as education, education psychology, daily management and learn all kinds of rules and regulations of the school. Before the teaching level and skills can not meet the corresponding levels, they should not be engaged in teaching work too much, but can be familiar with work by listening class. It can make up for the insufficient number of "double-qualified" teachers, not only expand the scale of school teachers, and effectively stimulate the vigor of the education resources.

In addition, we should actively introduce experts, scholars, senior engineering and technical personnel who have rich practical experience to colleges and universities to give lectures or some frontier courses teaching tasks; At the same time, enterprise technology experts can be invited to participate in school internship practice, as the guidance of graduation thesis (design), etc.

5.4 Reduce teachers' theoretical teaching work, strengthen the scientific research practice

As a result of college’s students expanded and reform of teaching, it still exists a phenomenon in some colleges and universities that teachers have heavy workload and too much new curriculum is wait for them, which directly lead to that the teacher don't have the energy to be engaged in the forefront of research and study the professional knowledge, make the teaching theory with practice. At present some schools have stripped-down the curriculum content, optimized the curriculum system, and reduced the repetition of the courses, provided more sufficient scientific research practice time for teachers, so that they can constantly improve the scientific research practice ability, learn more knowledge of this major cutting edge and make the class content more rich, and stimulate the students' interests.

5.5 Formulate corresponding supporting policies

Engineering colleges should put the construction of "double-qualified" teachers into the overall school education development planning, and establish the policy for engineering teachers, senior engineering and technical personal.

First of all, we should develop a specific engineering education plan according to the school teachers' title structure and combined with teachers' qualifications and experience, ensure the engineering education opportunity and effect of teachers, especially the young teachers.

Secondly, the position of employment should be inclined to "double-qualified" teachers. It is clearly put forward in the national medium and long-term education reform and development plan outline (2010-2020), "the outstanding engineers training plan must be implemented in the colleges and universities". On June 23, 2010, the ministry of education put forward "outstanding engineers training plan" in Tianjin, reform and improve the teachers' position appointment of the project and appraisal system. The employment of professional teachers in colleges and universities should be evaluated by engineering project design, patent, technology cooperation between production and service, it is prior appointed the teachers who have work experience in the enterprise.
6. Summary

The cultivation of "double-qualified teacher" in engineering colleges is an urgent need to solve the problem in our country engineering colleges currently, is the guarantee to train personals who are satisfied the demand of the social by higher engineering colleges and universities. Through the study of the engineering education, the introduction of scientific research institutes and enterprises senior engineering and technical personnel, and formulating the corresponding policy, teacher's "double-qualified" can be continuously strengthened by the colleges and universities.
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